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Abstract � As IC fabrication capabilities ex�

tend down to sub�half�micron� the signi�cance

of interconnect delay and power dissipation can

no longer be ignored� Existing enhancements

to synthesis and physical design tools have not

been able to solve the problem� The only re�

maining alternative is that tradeo�s in logical

and physical domains must be addressed in an

integrated manner� Vast business opportunities

will be lost unless more revolutionary changes

to design �ow are made� This paper discusses

three technologies which are key to perform�

ing logic synthesis and physical layout optimiza�

tion in tandem� They are early �oorplanning�

layout�driven logic synthesis� and post�layout

resynthesis�

I� Introduction

Today�s ASIC design teams face a number of di��
cult challenges� Prominent among them are shortening
design cycles resulting from increasing time to market
�or time to volume� and the growing complexity of de�
signing at ��	
 � and ���� ��

During the process of designing high performance
VLSI circuits designers often �nd that their designs
do not meet the timing and�or power constraints after
layout� This is a situation that mainly arises due to
the weak interaction between logic synthesis and phys�
ical layout optimization tools� Synthesis which has the
ability to signi�cantly alter the timing and power dis�
sipation of the circuit uses a relatively simple model
of wire loads� By comparison physical design which
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has accurate wire loads from back�end extraction tools
does not alter the gate implementation and hence can�
not drastically change the timing�power pro�le of the
circuit�

This problem is compounded as feature sizes shrink
to quarter�micron and below i�e� the so�called deep
submicron �DSM� process technologies� ASIC design�
ers enter a new era characterized by the following�

� Device count per chip is increasing rapidly
�Moore�s law states that it doubles every ��
months�� The latest processes with ��	
 � fea�
tures can achieve up to ����� gates per square
millimeter compared with fewer than �����
gates�mm� for a ���
 � process� At the same time
the die dimensions are increasing beyond 	
 mm
on a side�

� Gate count per ASIC design is increasing at an
even faster rate due to the incorporation of inter�
nal and third�part cores �IPs�� Indeed although
the average design start for ASICs was estimated
to be about ��� K�gates in ���� the number of
large designs �system�level integration on a chip�
is growing rapidly�

� As the width of wires shrinks resistance increases
more rapidly than the capacitance decreases� Con�
sequently in DSM design the e�ects of intercon�
nect delay dominate the chip timing� For ��
 �
technologies interconnect delays can account for
more than 
�� of total delay on a typical net� For
���
 � it can account for more than ����

� Mismatches between predicted delays after synthe�
sis and actual delays after layout can be as much as
����	��� causing a signi�cant increase in design
iterations and turnaround time to �rst silicon�

� Manufacturing process variations which appear as



spatial variations in parameters such as L Vt and
interconnect capacitance can greatly impact the
chip timing�

� Complicated second�order e�ects such as edge rate
e�ects signal coupling and ground bounce and
process and temperature variations greatly impact
the chip performance� In particular a large height�
to�width ratio � 	 to � in ���� � and many inter�
connect layers make lateral coupling increasingly
more signi�cant than ground coupling� Hence de�
lay cannot be calculated accurately without taking
crosstalk into account�

� Number of nets that are at a performance risk in�
creases greatly� It is expected that this number
will be in tens of thousands for a large ASIC in a
DSM process technology�

� The sheer complexity of 	��million�gate chips
chokes design tools and causes exponentially in�
creasing design iteration cycles� Today�s design
tools are outpaced by the capacity and perfor�
mance requirements of the ASICs�

For more detailed description of the DSM process tech�
nologies and design trends refer to the National Tech�
nology Roadmap for Semiconductors �NTRS� ����

Design technologies must therefore be advanced for
design �ows methodologies tools and standards to be
able to produce chip designs with ��� million or more
transistors with the same number of designers in the
same time it takes now for a 
 million transistor chip�
Without these advances the semiconductor and elec�
tronics industries will su�er an economic death as they
fall o� the productivity curve �	
���� improvement in
� per function� that the world has come to expect year
after year �	��

To cope with DSM design challenges a di�erent de�
sign methodology is required where the sharp division
between logical and physical design disappears� What
separates this methodology from the traditional �ows
is that synthesis is driven by physical design consid�
erations and that it focuses on interconnections rather
than gates as the major contributing factor to circuit
delay and power dissipation�

In this new design paradigm the front end op�
timizations are globally interleaved and locally inte�
grated with the back end optimizations� The front end
tools receive accurate interconnect parasitics data and
power�delay�signal integrity estimates from the back
end tools and pass detailed logical information and
power�timing constraints to the back end tools� For
example the RT�level description of a design can go

through the following locally integrated optimization
loops�

�� Logic partitioning �with replication� early �oor�
planning inter�block global routing and block�
level delay budgeting

	� Logic synthesis �restructuring and mapping� loose
placement and gate�level slack assignment

�� Gate sizing bu�ering and re�wiring detailed
placement and timing recalculation

�� Wire sizing and spacing pin swapping detailed
routing and cross�talk analysis�

Notice that this is only one possible �ow and many
other �ows are possible�

Three key technologies which are central to the suc�
cess of any DSM design �ow are listed below� The list
does not include back�end tool requirements such as low
level timing analysis and optimization for interconnects
�see ���� parasitic extraction and signal integrity veri��
cation �see ���� or detailed routing tools here although
they are obviously critical to any �ow�

�� Circuit partitioning and early �oorplanning tech�
nologies that better integrate the estimation and
analysis of logical physical timing and power rep�
resentations of a design and help manage the de�
sign complexity�

	� Layout�driven logic synthesis techniques which ei�
ther perform logic synthesis concurrently with
placement or attempt to identify and minimize an
abstract measure of routing complexity during syn�
thesis�

�� Post�layout resynthesis techniques which perform
local netlist optimizations after detailed placement
and routing�

These techniques are not mutually exclusive� that is it
is possible �and desirable� to employ all of them in the
DSM design �ow�

In the remainder of this paper we will discuss each of
these techniques� The conclusion of the paper compares
these techniques�

I� Early Floorplanning

After a behavioral�RT�level description of a DSM
design is created and veri�ed the ASIC designers must



get the circuit to meet the timing speci�cations� Be�
cause of the dominance of interconnect delays they
must �oorplan their designs and extract timing delays
of long nets to ensure that the design meets the timing
requirements�

For large ASICs design tools partition the circuit
into more manageable blocks of 
��� to �
��� gates
each as follows� First the logical hierarchy of the design
is analyzed to determine which portions of the hierar�
chy are well structured for problem�free physical im�
plementation and which portions are unstructured and
must be processed further to avoid routability and�or
timing problems� Physical partitioning and regrouping
algorithms are then used on the unstructured logic to
repartition the design for better physical implementa�
tion�

The ASIC vendors provide two�dimensional look�up
tables which supply the average net capacitance as a
function of the number of pins in the signal net and the
size of the block where the net resides �assuming square
shape for the block�� This statistical wire load approx�
imation was e�ective for process geometries above ���
�� It however fails for the DSM process geometries�
The approach that most ASIC designers are taking is
to create a �oorplan after synthesis� The �oorplan can
illuminate the timing violations and routing conges�
tion� The �oorplan can then be adjusted to minimize
the timing crosstalk etc� problems and the adjusted
�oorplan is returned to the synthesis tool which then
attempts to eliminate the timing problems by in�place
optimization �i�e� gate sizing and bu�ering�� The prob�
lem with post�synthesis �oorplanning is that the syn�
thesizer does not know about the relative placement
of logic blocks before it creates a gate�level descrip�
tion of each block� In contrast pre�synthesis �early�
�oorplanning estimates block areas �based on its �un�
derstanding� of the synthesis operations or by using a
�quick synthesis� tool� assigns shapes positions and
pin directions to the blocks calculates the inter�block
delays and �nally performs delay budgeting �slack as�
signment� for each block� This information then drives
the synthesis of each block and often results in far fewer
design iterations�

An early �oorplanner provides behavioral�RT�level
topology and analysis for optimizing the physical de�
sign early in the design cycle� The result is greater pre�
dictability and control over the physical design for the
logic designer and greater e�ciency and e�ectiveness
for the physical designer during physical layout� By
analyzing the consequences of physical layout early in
the process designers reduce the risk of post�layout it�
erations� An RT�level design planner is nothing but an

IC �oor�planner �e�g� �
� and ���� with RT�level delay
signal integrity and power estimation and budgeting
tools� With the added information the designer can
make more detailed decisions about logical and phys�
ical partitioning module architectures clocking and
power structures and the routing topologies of criti�
cal nets� Examples of commercial RT�level �oorplan�
ners are Preview�tm� from Cadence and Planet�PL�tm�
from Avant��

I� Layout�Driven Logic Synthesis

Two basic approaches for performing wire load op�
timization during logic synthesis have been proposed�
They are placement�based and structure�based ap�
proaches� In the placement based approach optimiza�
tion is guided by information derived from a �compan�
ion placement� solution for the circuit being synthe�
sized� In the structure based approach optimization
is performed by using an abstract cost measure which
captures the routing overhead�complexity of the cir�
cuit�

Placement�based approach

During synthesis the wire loads are unknown and are
traditionally modeled using the statistical wire load es�
timates as explained previously� These statistical es�
timates are however failing to accurately predict the
circuit delay in DSM designs� This is because the vari�
ance of the actual wire load versus pin�count and block�
size plots is increasing in DSM designs thus the wire
load estimator exhibits a signi�cant error on a net by
net basis� It can thus be concluded that to determine
the circuit delay accurately the cell positions must be
known�

A concurrent placement and technology mapping al�
gorithm was �rst proposed in ���� The overall �ow is as
follows�

� A companion placement of the boolean network is
generated�

� This placement information is used to guide the
logic synthesis tool to optimize post�layout costs�

� As the network is modi�ed during logic synthesis
the placement is dynamically updated�

� A combined synthesis and placement solution is
eventually obtained�

The main advantage of this approach is that once the
cell positions are known it becomes possible to reli�
ably estimate the routing overhead of every net in the
circuit�



In ��� the authors proposed to use the gate posi�
tions derived from the companion placement solution
to obtain a linear order on the fanouts of gates� Next a
fanout optimization algorithm is developed that gener�
ates fanout trees which are free of internal edge cross�
ings� This is achieved by using a special type of fanout
trees called alphabetic trees� These fanout trees pro�
vide a good trade�o� between circuit performance and
routability� These are trees that minimize �maximize�
arrival �required� time at the root of the decomposi�
tion �fanout� tree subject to a �xed linear order on
the sinks without creating any internal edge crossings
which in turn results in lower routing overhead� The
delay penalty for using alphabetic trees is small� it can
be shown that under the unit delay model increase
in depth is at most one for optimal alphabetic fanout
trees as compared to optimal non�alphabetic trees� In
��� the authors enhance FPGA routability by combin�
ing technology mapping with some amount of place�
and�route� More precisely they reduce wiring conges�
tion in an FPGA device by moving �iotas� of logic be�
tween CLB�s after the initial placement� Hierarchical
approaches for concurrent FPGA mapping and place�
ment are proposed in ���� and ����� In ��	� the authors
propose a layout�driven synthesis approach for FPGAs
which is based on identi�cation of alternative wires and
alternative functions for wires that cannot be routed
due to limited routing resources in FPGAs� Their re�
sults demonstrate that routing �exibility can be signif�
icantly improved by considering the alternative wires�

The authors of ���� recently reported an optimal al�
gorithm for solving the simultaneous technology map�
ping and linear placement problem for trees using dy�
namic programming� The resulting mapped and placed
circuit is guaranteed to use the minimum post�layout
area �including the routing area required to complete
all connections within the tree�� The basic idea is to
combine dynamic programming approaches for tree�
based technology mapping �such as ����� with dynamic
programming approaches for minimum cut�width lin�
ear placement of trees �such as ��
��� The authors also
describe a �oorplan�driven simultaneous mapping and
placement algorithm for general directed acyclic graphs
�DAGs�� The outline of the algorithm is as follows�

� Partition the initial DAG into a set of trees�

� Treat each tree as a soft macro�cell and �oorplan
the circuit�

� Perform global routing timing calculation and
budgeting�

� Do simultaneous technology mapping and linear
placement for each tree using �����

Preliminary results show that this integrated approach
improves the circuit performance by 	
� compared to
the conventional �ow which separates technology map�
ping from gate placement�

The authors of ���� reported POINT a timing�driven
placement with an integrated netlist optimization en�
gine� The idea is to interleave global placement and
�bi or quad� partitioning step of GORDIAN�like place�
ment ���� with signal substitutions to change the circuit
structure and improve its delay ����� Accurate delay es�
timations for the wires are possible because of the com�
panion placement solution� This technique can be ex�
tended by incorporating more powerful logic restructur�
ing techniques� however a key issue is to ensure that in�
corporation of these operations in the innermost loop of
the placement program does not cause non�convergence
of the overall procedure� Preliminary results show ���
reduction in circuit delay compared to the �ow which
performs netlist optimization and timing�driven place�
ment separately�

Structure�based approach

The principal idea behind the structure based approach
is to identify network parameters which a�ect the rout�
ing overhead in the circuit and then derive easy�to�
compute cost measures which correlate well with the
actual post�layout cost� The advantage of this mecha�
nism is that it attempts to correlate excessive routing
requirement in a synthesized design to the structure of
its underlying directed graph� These network parame�
ters will therefore be abstract and hence independent
of the placement�routing tools or the process technol�
ogy used� Such abstract costs � including network cut�
width at di�erent logical depths or fanin�fanout signal
ranges or signal overlaps � may also be easier to com�
pute and can be e�ectively used during earlier stages of
logic synthesis� The primary di�culty associated with
this approach is whether such abstract parameters ex�
ist and if so whether they can be used to derive a
cost measure which will consistently generate circuits
with improved post�layout area� One objective of this
research is to answer these questions and derive such
cost functions�

The �rst published work in this area is ���� where
the authors propose the concept of lexicographic ex�
traction� The idea is to incrementally construct and
impose a partial order on the input signal variables
of a two�level logic circuit as common subexpressions
�kernels� are extracted� Future extractions must abide
by the derived input variable order� The rationale is
that by ordering the signals that merge to create the
extracted kernels in the resulting multi�level logic cir�



cuit the routing cost for the circuit is reduced� In
�	�� the authors used the fanout ranges of the nodes in
the circuits to achieve better signal localization and to
achieve uniform distribution of signals across the net�
work� Experimental results although non�conclusive
are promising�

I� Post�Layout Resynthesis

An e�ective technique for solving certain timing vi�
olations in the circuit is to use logic re�synthesis based
on back�annotated parasitic capacitance and gate de�
lay information obtained after placement and routing�
In many cases using only operations such as gate re�
sizing bu�ering and small logic changes the original
placement and global routing solutions can be substan�
tially preserved� Therefore the iteration between logic
re�synthesis and physical design converges quickly�

Evidence is emerging that these techniques can be
successful in �xing the timing and load related viola�
tions which may remain after timing driven placement�
For example in �	�� the authors start from an initial
placement and perform fanout optimization and gate
sizing to improve the circuit delay� Net delays are es�
timated directly based on the initial placement solu�
tion and current gate sizes and fanout tree structures�
In �		� the authors presented a technology re�mapping
and re�placement algorithm for alleviating routing con�
gestion in a bit�sliced layout� Experimental results
showed 	�� improvement in circuit area� Such an im�
provement in routing density could not however be
achieved using purely topological�physical operations
�such as pin permutation cell swapping lateral shift�
ing etc�� In �	�� a discrete gate sizing algorithm is
presented� Although the formulation is non�linear and
non�convex the heuristic solution obtained by the au�
thor shows the potentially large impact of gate sizing
on circuit delay after layout is completed� An example
of a post�layout transistor resizing tool is AMPS�tm�
from Synopsys�

I� Conclusion

The real question is not whether logic synthesis and
layout optimization will have to merge� The question
rather is how this merge will take place� Logic synthe�
sis and physical design systems are both complicated
software systems each having its own representation
and performance models� The three types of tech�
niques discussed in this paper show promise in closing
the gap between logic synthesis and physical design�
Among the three early �oorplanning is the most de�
veloped and commonly employed technique followed

by post�layout resynthesis and layout�driven logic syn�
thesis �which is just beginning to receive attention by
the EDA community�� Layout�driven synthesis how�
ever holds the biggest promise in addressing the DSM
design challenges�

Other key problems include development of pre�
dictable timing�driven synthesis and layout optimiza�
tion algorithms adoption of EDA standards and com�
mon databases to support the integration of layout and
synthesis tools and introduction of structured design
styles that o�er lower wiring overhead by construction�
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